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ABSTRACT  
 Bangladesh, shares 4094 kilometers of land fringe with India on three sides, the fourth side being 
available to the Bay of Bengal. Different issues should be settled if the connection between the two are to be 
improved, from sharing the water of 54 global streams that stream from India to Bangladesh to controlling 
fear based oppression and advancing financial turn of events. The exchange relationship has detrimentally 
affected reciprocal relationship. The geological vicinity of India to Bangladesh has made it one of its greatest 
exchanging accomplices. There are squeezing worries in Bangladesh in regards to the huge respective 
exchange deficiency with India and the enormous volumes of casual imports from India over the land outskirt 
which maintain a strategic distance from Bangladeshi import obligations.  
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INTRODUCTION:  

Bangladesh's two-sided exchange shortage with India has been expanding quickly on normal at 
about 9.5% yearly. Notwithstanding, the deficiency limited without precedent for monetary year 2005/06 
when Bangladesh's fares rose to $242 million while India's fares tumbled to $1.8 billion from $2 billion in 
authoritatively recorded fares. For Bangladesh, India has now become the biggest single wellspring of its 
imports. Political uneasiness in Bangladesh will in general originate from the gigantic exchange hole, 
bolstered by the way that India has a ton of non exchange hindrances for Bangladeshi fares. Despite the fact 
that sends out from Bangladesh are developing at a sound pace, there is no indication of lessening this 
exchange hole. The non exchange hindrances, as brought up by Bangladesh Commerce Ministry, and refered 
to by the Daily Star include:  

According to the report by Bangladesh Commerce Ministry, exchange obstructions include:  
90% of modern duties are currently at 12.5%, far lower and unmistakably progressively uniform then 

they have ever been in the previous 50 years.4 From the point of view of SAARC nations, including 
Bangladesh, these progressions imply that Indian local markets, for most fabricated products, are 
exceptionally serious, with costs that are near world costs, and are probably going to be hard to infiltrate 
even with complete exclusion from Indian levies under respective or multilateral facilitated commerce 
courses of action, for example, those arranged under SAFTA.  
 
LEGAL AND INFORMAL TRADE 

Casual exchange helped out through permeable land fringe among India and Bangladesh adds to the 
exchange shortage, going back to the underlying long periods of Bangladesh's introduction to the world. The 
considerable, casual and unrecorded exchange, conveyed over the India-Bangladesh outskirt, is progressively 
semi legitimate in nature, and is frequently depicted as 'casual' instead of unlawful, since there is wide 
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interest of nearby individuals in the fringe regions who work in contact with the anti-smuggling 
implementation organizations. Casual exchange of this sort regularly includes enormous quantities of nearby 
individuals separately moving little amounts as head loads or through bike carts, otherwise called 
'contraband' carrying.  

Another sort of casual exchange, named 'specialized' pirating, includes unequivocal unlawful 
practices, for example, under invoicing, misclassification and pay off of Customs and different authorities. 
During the 1990's around seventy five percent of imports were via land and ocean which has as of late 
demonstrated a decrease to somewhere in the range of half and 60%. The reason for worry for Bangladesh, 
in this manner, is more extraordinary than that of India, since a lot bigger volumes of products are pirated 
from India to Bangladesh getting away from customs obligations. Exchange shortage is interwoven with 
different issues like trans- shipment, travel and fare of gaseous petrol, one of the common asset controlled 
by the free country of Bangladesh. In an ongoing visit to India, Mr. H.E. Tariq A. Karim, Bangladesh High 
Commissioner to India at the Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies, New Delhi noticed that "… if India 
somehow happened to encourage Bangladesh's fares to India by totally evacuating all levy and non-tariff 
obstructions, at that point the misfortune in incomes to India from obligations and duties would be 
unimportant while consequently, tremendous altruism will be made… "5 which is really fundamental for a 
dynamic connection between two popular governments.  

Travel was utilized by India with Pakistan till the 1965 war, after which it declined, yet with the 
subsequent development of Bangladesh, it neglected to change. Following Bangladeshi freedom, it 
permitted travel in air and ocean courses to India while the significant issue of travel through street stayed 
unattended. While air travel is still broadly utilized than water travel, it has been viewed as uncompetitive 
throughout the years. The merchandise conveyed from the Northeast of India arrives at the territory 
subsequent to crossing Assam and North Bengal, taking a course any longer than what could have been the 
most limited through Bangladesh. Regardless of India's incessant endeavors to seek after the Bangladesh 
government to open travel for its monetary exercises, even at the expense of a heavy whole, it has been 
persistently denied on grounds that it is a potential danger to national security. 
 
TRANSSHIPMENT VERSUS TRANSIT  

Transshipment alludes to the shipment of products or holders to a middle goal, and afterward to 
one more goal. This has been accomplished by India in its relationship with Bangladesh. Travel alludes to the 
section of Indian great across Bangladeshi outskirts to and from the North Eastern conditions of Indian 
claimed surface vehicle, while transshipment may likewise allude to a similar development utilizing 
Bangladesh-owned transport. This remaining parts an issue of conflict. Bangladesh, on the 31 May, 2010 
consented to an arrangement to finish a transshipment manage India to permit Indian products to be moved 
toward the northeastern city of Tripura in the province of Assam through Bangladeshi domain. Anything 
created in the upper east locale of India faces the trouble of showcasing to the remainder of the nation, the 
fundamental explanation being the separation to the port of Kolkata. With globalization and the approach of 
progression no outside or privately owned business will be slanted to put resources into the north-east 
corner of India attributable to a few problems, remembering the ascent for transportation cost. In this way 
hampering the advancement of the north eastern market.  

To manage such calculated issues of connecting the Northeast with the remainder of India, New 
Delhi is left with the main choice of encouraging the reviving of the northeastern courses through 
Bangladesh to its West, and with Myanmar and south- East Asia toward the East. The area that is 
additionally wealthy in vitality assets like petroleum gas and hydro-electricity can advance, therefore tending 
to issues that offer ascent to long- standing complaints, which thusly empower uprising encompassing the 
district. The advantages of travel office among India and Bangladesh are not constrained to the Indian 
development list. Bangladesh, whose normal GDP is 6% every year, can likewise turn into a local center.  
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ROLE OF THE ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK    
ADB (Asian Development Bank) Country Director Hua Du, brought up in a class to Bangladesh, "You 

can profit immensely through opening up of travel and incredible open doors for intersection from east to 
west and giving the land-locked neighbors access to the sea."6 The disputable issue of associating 
Bangladesh to the Asian Highway is continued by the counter Indian gatherings in Bangladesh. The Asian 
expressway, otherwise called the Great Asian Highway, is a helpful venture among nations in Asia and 
Europe and the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific [ESCAP], to improve 
the parkway frameworks in Asia. Anti-India bunches in Bangladesh for the restriction of the Asian parkway 
plot feel that: 
 
WATER  

For a considerable length of time, normal assets have been a wellspring of nonstop clash between 
countries, however dissimilar to oil, which despite everything is a significant reason for conflict between 
countries, water stays a less questioned issue. Be that as it may, this shifts territorially. In the Middle Eastern 
and North African states, water includes been molding connections inside the district's states. 
 
The Farakka Barrage  

The beginning of the contest can be followed back to the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and 
Peace marked by then Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and Bangladesh's establishing pioneer and Prime 
Minister Sheik Mujibur Rahman on 19 March, 1972. As indicated by the arrangement, the two countries set 
up a Joint River Commission to move in the direction of the normal interests and sharing of water assets, 
water system, floods and typhoon control. According to the settlement, the Farakka Barrage was worked in 
1974, around 10 kilometers from the fringe of Bangladesh, controlling the progression of the Ganges, having 
solid financial and strict significance, occupying a portion of the water into a feeder trench connecting the 
Hooghly River, keeping it residue free.  

With expanding requests for water in Kolkata for mechanical and local use, and for irrigational 
purposes in different pieces of West Bengal, disagreement about the sharing of water is increasing. The 
target behind the development of the Farakka Barrage was to expand the lean time frame stream of the 
Bhagirathi-Hooghly waterway part of the Ganges to build the water profundity at the Kolkata port which was 
undermined by siltation. In November 1977 the two nations proposed a multi year concession to water 
sharing. Be that as it may, the essential issue stayed unaddressed, prompting its slip by in 1982.  
 
CONCLUSION  

At last an exhaustive respective settlement was marked by the Indian Prime priest H. D. Deve Gowda 
and his Bangladeshi partner Sheik Hasina Wajed on 12 December, 1996. This settlement built up a multi year 
water imparting course of action to ensured least amounts of water gracefully for Bangladesh, whose rights 
as a lower riparian nation was perceived. 
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